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POWER9 Processor

Performance Optimized for Cognitive Workloads

- New Core Microarchitecture
- Enhanced cache hierarchy
  - Up to 120 MB / Chip
- On Chip Super-Highway
- Connect Cores, Caches
- And Accelerators / GPU’s
- 14nm silicon technology

Open Interfaces for Accelerated Computing

- 1st processor introduction of PCIeG4
- 25G Coherent Link:
  - Next-gen CAPI technology
- NVLINK2.0 for GPU attach

Family of Scale-out & Scale-up Optimized Offerings

- Dual Memory Subsystems optimized for Scale Out (latency/density) & Enterprise (capacity/bandwidth/RAS)
  - 12 SMT8 or 24 SMT4 cores (96 threads)
- High bandwidth scale-up fabric: 2-16 socket offerings with 2-4x chip-to-chip interconnect bandwidth
POWER9 – AC922 with 6 GPU’s
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POWER9 – Core and Cache Topology

POWER9 Chip with 22 / 24 Active Cores
Up to 88 Threads / Socket

2 x POWER9 SMT4 Core : 1-4 threads each
L2 Cache (512k) and L3 Cache (10MB) : 1-8 threads
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POWER9: Cache Capacity

Caches per pair of SMT4 cores (up to 1-8 threads)
- L2: 512k, 8-way
- L3: 10 MB, 20-way
  - Enhanced L3 Cache Effectiveness with enhanced Replacement
  - Aggregate 110 MB, 11 x 20 way associativity when 22 cores active (out of 24) on Summit

256 GB/s each Core Pair

7 TB/s
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New POWER9 Microarchitecture

Optimized for Cognitive Workloads & Stronger Thread Performance

- Shorter pipeline & improved scheduling / branch prediction for unoptimized code & interpretive languages
- Increased execution bandwidth for a range of workloads including commercial, cognitive and analytics
- Adaptive features for improved efficiency and performance

POWER9 SMT4 Core – Sliced Micro-arch

POWER9 Pipeline (SMT4)

POWER9 SMT4-Core Microarchitecture

POWER9 SMT4 Core – Sliced Micro-arch
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SMT4 Core Resources

Fetch / Branch
- 32kB, 8-way Instruction Cache
- 8 fetch, 6 decode
- 1x branch execution

Slices issue VSU and AGEN
- 4x scalar-64b / 2x vector-128b
- 4x load/store AGEN

Vector Scalar Unit (VSU) Pipes
- 4x ALU + Simple (64b)
- 4x FP + FX-MUL + Complex (64b)
- 2x Permute (128b)
- 2x Quad Fixed (128b)
- 2x Fixed Divide (64b)
- 1x Quad FP & Decimal FP
- 1x Cryptography

Load Store Unit (LSU) Slices
- 32kB, 8-way Data Cache
- Up to 4 DW load or store
Subset of cores enabled with Single Thread (ST)

**Individual cores are inactive**

- Inactive cores allow higher socket frequency via WOF Frequency Boost
- One thread gets access to the full Level-2 / Level-3 cache region
Thread Sharing of POWER9 Cores + Cache

1 Thread active per Core (ST)
- Each thread gets ½ of the core execution resources
- Threads share the Level-2 / Level-3 cache

ST x 1 core
11 threads per socket

ST x 2 cores
22 threads per socket
Thread Sharing of POWER9 Cores + Cache

- **2 Threads Active Per Core (SMT2)**
  - Each pair of threads shares ½ of each core’s execution resources
  - 4 threads share the Level-2 / Level-3 cache

**ST x 1 core**
- 11 threads per socket

**ST x 2 cores**
- 22 threads per socket

**SMT2 X 2 cores**
- 44 threads per socket
Thread Sharing of POWER9 Cores + Cache

**4 Threads Active Per Core (SMT4)**
- Each pair of threads shares ½ of each core’s execution resources
- 8 threads share the Level-2 / Level-3 cache
The "SMT Mode" setting limits the maximum number of threads dispatchable to each core. The default "SMT Mode" is SMT4.

Each core automatically switches modes depending on the number of threads dispatched by the OS. The "SMT Mode" setting limits the maximum number of threads dispatchable to each core.
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POWER9 – Core Compute

(1-2 threads) ST,SMT2
Fully Shared Execution Resources

Fetch / Branch
- 32kB, 8-way Instruction Cache
- 8 fetch, 6 decode
- 1x branch execution

Slices issue VSU and AGEN
- 4x scalar-64b / 2x vector-128b
- 4x load/store AGEN

Vector Scalar Unit (VSU) Pipes
- 4x ALU + Simple (64b)
- 4x FP + FX-MUL + Complex (64b)
- 2x Permute (128b)
- 2x Quad Fixed (128b)
- 2x Fixed Divide (64b)
- 1x Quad FP & Decimal FP
- 1x Cryptography

Load Store Unit (LSU) Slices
- 32kB, 8-way Data Cache
- Up to 4 DW load or store

SMT4 Core x 22 per Socket for Summit Systems
(4 threads) SMT4
Execution Resource Split by Thread Pair

Fetch / Branch
• 32kB, 8-way Instruction Cache
• 8 fetch, 6 decode
• 1x branch execution

Slices issue VSU and AGEN
• 4x scalar-64b / 2x vector-128b
• 4x load/store AGEN

Vector Scalar Unit (VSU) Pipes
• 4x ALU + Simple (64b)
• 4x FP + FX-MUL + Complex (64b)
• 2x Permute (128b)
• 2x Quad Fixed (128b)
• 2x Fixed Divide (64b)
• 1x Quad FP & Decimal FP
• 1x Cryptography

Load Store Unit (LSU) Slices
• 32kB, 8-way Data Cache
• Up to 4 DW load or store

SMT4 Core x 22 per Socket for Summit Systems

SMT4 Core

128b Super-slice
Thread Sharing of POWER9 Cache + Prefetch

**Cache**
- **L1 caches are per SMT4 core, 1-4 threads**
- **L2/L3 caches are per pair of SMT4 cores**
  - 64B reload bus from L2/L3 is shared by 1-2 cores
  - 16B store bus per SMT4 core to L2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Threads Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 I-Cache</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>32k x 8 way</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 D-Cache</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>32k x 8 way</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>Core Pair</td>
<td>512k x 8 way</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>Core Pair</td>
<td>10M x 20 way</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prefetch**
- **L1 Data Cache Miss Queue (LMQ) per core**
  - Supports Demand and L1 Prefetch requests
- **L3 Data Prefetch Queues are per pair of SMT4 cores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Threads Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMQ</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>8, 12 (w/ atomics)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Prefetch</td>
<td>Core Pair</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CPU Threading Awareness – SMT Choice

• Awareness: Linux Thread numbering (affinity):
  – Core 0 is numbered threads: 0, 1, 2, 3
    So one thread per core will be 0, 4, 8, …

• js_run handles affinity – automatically spreads out threads

• When to use SMT?
  – **Recommend experimentation!**
  – Branch heavy, serial (dependency heavy) and cache miss heavy codes tend to benefit from SMT
  – Highest SMT is not always best performance, but **often is** for throughput
    o For latency sensitive, e.g. feeding GPU – ST often best, but not always
    o For CPU, throughput may be limited by specific resources depending on code

• Some notes on variability
  – Balance parallel threads in the same thread mode
  – SMT may exacerbate run variability
    o e.g. easier to hit corner cases of cache capacity by way, etc
  – Turning off ASLR may help limit run variability for CPU dominated codes (corner cases)
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